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Activity 1(read the words twice)

Activity 2

1.cows, 3.Denying animals food,water,shelter medication etc

2.food,water,shelter,medication 4. food, water,shelter, 

2020-07-07

Activity3(make correct sentences)

Activity 4

1. captive 2. responsible 3. reproduce 4. inseminate 5. hunger

6. poacher 7. hindrace 8. transport 9. injure 10. nature

2020-08-07 Activity 5

1. Much as the animal was injured,it continued walking.

2. Much as artificial insemination was done the cow didn't conceive.

3. Much as I was frightened, I was determined to kill the lion.

4. Much as the animals were in captivity,they looked strong and healthy.

5. Much as we admire pastoralists,they face many hardships.

6. Much as it is good for girls to graze animals,they shouldn't keep in the bush till dark.

7. Much as the bad weather,we went to graze animals.

8.Much as there is need to respect animal freedom,we should not forget our own freedom.

2020-09-07 Activity 6

1. You needn't have sold all the milk.

2. We needn't have transported all the milk at night.

3. We needn't have harrassed the pastoralists.

4. My father needn't have slaughtered a cow for me.

5. I needn't have delegated my responsibilities to my friend.

6. Tulyanabo needn't have dockred the animals.

7. The poqchers needn't have set the bush on fire.

8. Ineedn't have transported animals in my truck.

2020-10-07 Activity 8

1. Whereas animals feel pain,some people beat them.

2.Whereas cows cannot talk,some people keep on talking to them.

3. Whereas pastoralists know a lot about animal rights,they don’t follow them.

4.Whereas we clean where we sleep we rarely clean where our animals sleep.

5. Whereas the animals were hungry and thirsty no one bothered to give them food and water.

6. Whereas dogs are friendly.they can be dangerous to strangers.

7. Whereas Deo arrested the poachers, he did not fine them for poaching.

8. Whereas animals are not supposed to live in our homes,some people keep them there.

2020-11-07 Activity 10

1. assistance 3. death 5. location 7. explosion

2. detention 4. promotion 6. guidance 8. erosion
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